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Hundreds Anniversary of general relativity 

Sun

Earth
Moon

Gravity universally curves space and time  
due to the mass of objects: 

Planets orbit the sun  
because the sun warps space-time



The (weak) Principle of Equivalence

• Are inertial and gravitational mass really equivalent?

m inertial = m gravitational

• Do all bodies fall equally? - are there other forces?



WEP tests with classical and quantum matter

See also STE-QUEST yellow book 

Differential acceleration:  
the Eötwös parameter ηA,B   

K-Rb

K-Rb 2014

20??



Laboratory / Mirror

two species

Gravity



Quantum objects as  
precision inertial reference and probes for gravity

QUANTUS BEC Experiment

Wave packet

Do matter waves propagate universally in gravity ?

Gravity



Motivations for performing matter-wave tests
Clocks and matter wave interferometers test two connected 
aspects of the Einstein principle of equivalence: 
 Universality of redshift and free fall 

Matter wave interferometry extends the range of test 
parameters 

•  composition 
• pure isotopes and spin states 
• pure quantum states 

Does the space-time structure modify the propagation of 
matter waves: dependence on de Broglie wavelength 

Role of decoherence / dephasing 

Role of entangled states in gravity  



Violation scenarios

Dilaton Model (T. Damour)

Standard model extension (M. Hohensee, H. Müller) 

Hypothetical force acting different 
 on protons, neutrons, matter, antimatter, photons

A B



Violation scenarios modifying the Eötwös 
parameter    

Dilaton Model

Standard model extension 



Relative strength of the violation parameters: 
composition dependence    

M. A. Hohensee, H. Müller, and R. B. Wiringa, PRL 111, 151102 (2013)

acc. for NJP 

T. Damour, Theoretical aspects of the equiv alence principle,  
Classic and Quantum Gravity 29, 184001 (2012) (cit. on pp. 4, 1315).



Comparisons of gravitational accelerations    



Choice of species 



PotassiumRubidium

electronic state energy diagram 



Coherent beam splitter for atoms 

Raman interaction in vertical direction



Laboratory / Mirror

temporal sequence of laser pulses 
in direction of free fall 
g grav. acceleration & α laser chirp rate

Atom interferometry 

ΔΦ = keff.g.T2 - αT2

Laboratory / Mirror

?



ΔΦ = keff.g.T2 - αT2

Measurement device 



Frequency chirp to simulate free fall
•  Free fall → Doppler shift of the resonance condition of the Raman transition

⇒ ΔΦ = keff.g.T2 - αT2

•  Dark fringe : independent of T

€ 

g =
α0

keffπ/2 π π /2 

?



Integration of the differential measurement

(0.3±5.4)



Latest status



Eliminating perturbations  

ΔΦ+ = keff · g · T2 + ΔΦind + Δφdep , 

ΔΦ- = -keff · g · T2 + ΔΦind - ΔΦdep 



Comparing the free fall of rubidium and potassium 
for up- and downwards directed momentum transfer at 1st beam splitter 



Remaining species specific biases 
after differential measurement 



Future improvements: ultracold atoms
• Control of starting conditions crucial  
→ additional trapping and evaporative cooling necessary 

• Better state preparation  
• First BEC in a 2 µm optical dipole trap 
• Very efficient loading <500ms → high repetition rate possible 
• interferometry performed with evaporated Rb atoms



Further improvements in work 



Improving inertial atom interferometers

Increasing sensitivity 

- Long interaction times 

- Increasing photon recoil  

- Ultra cold atoms 

- Higher mass 

Improving systematics 

- Improving mode quality of 
  matter waves

Minimising phase noise 

- Increasing number of atoms 

-  Environmental control  
 (Low accelerations /rotations) 

-  Frequency-stable lasers 

-  Correlations between sensors 

    

 



Platforms for extending free fall
platform µg-quality [g] µg-duration

Ground experiment Seconds 

droptower 10-6 4.8 s,  
 9s with catapult

ISS 10-4 days to months

space carrier 10-6 3 days

airplanes 10-2 20 seconds

ballistic rockets 10-5 up to 6 minutes

satellite 10-6 2-5 years



Very long baseline atom interferometry at HITec



Outlook until 52nd Moriond conference and beyond



Quantum tests show a large potential, 
experiments will tell

Outlook until 52nd Moriond conference and beyond





Unique signal due to gravity

Orbital day [a.u.] 



Advantages of Space for QWEP
Extended free fall (large scaling factor) 

On ground: scale factor has to be controlled better than 107 

Experiment in free fall:  
Severe systematics reduced  
(Smaller gravitational sag / enhanced quantum miscibility / better 
collocation of wave packets) 

Low rotation rates (strong suppression of systematics, factor 100) 

Strong modulation of gravity / unique signature of EP signal 

Calibration inaccessible on ground  

Low inertial perturbations 

Weightlessness allows for high sensitivities in a compact set-up



Replacing Newton's apple ...



Thank you

...by matter waves at work
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